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The holidays 
are approaching!
If you’re traveling to visit family, you might 
be going to airports or train stations with 
escalators, elevators and moving walks. Even if 
you’re in a rush to catch your ride, take time to 
be safe! Also, the biggest safety tip of all for 
November: Don’t eat TOO much at Thanksgiving!

"

"Your friend,

ELLIE

Make sure your shoelaces
are tied and nothing is dragging

on the floor when you get on an 

elevator or escalator.

   what do sweet 
     potatoes 
   wear to bed 

Make sure your shoelaces are tied and nothing is drag�

ging on the floor when you get on an elevator or escala�

tor.

Since it’s a holiday, 
we’re giving you two 
jokes you can tell at 
the Thanksgiving table!

       what do 
    you call a 
sad cranberry 
  a blueberry

yammies



fun fact

smarty
pants

Lorem 
ipsum 
dolor sit 
amet, 

People who work on elevators have their own lingo. One is 10th floor. It’s the same as

10-4, which is something police officers say instead of "I heard you." The next time your
parents ask you to clean your room, you can say "10th floor!"

You know how it’s slower and harder to run up a hill but faster 
and easier to run DOWN? It’s the same thing with elevators. 
When they travel down, gravity does a lot of work - so much so 
that it CREATES EXTRA ENERGY. We figured out a way to 
CAPTURE that energy and feed it back into the building to power 
other things - like lights. To make this work, elevators need to 
have regenerative drive technology. Our elevators at One World 
Trade Center in New York City have these drives and supply 
enough energy to power all the lights in the building.

Regenerative
drives

november

We know you love elevators, so why not let your local 
TK Elevator office know you’re thankful for them?

Send us an email or use our pre-designed template to write an 
old-fashioned letter and we’ll send it to your local office. 

Just print out the form, write what you want to say and 
send a picture of your letter to communications.na@tkelevator.com.

Here are some ideas for what to say:

Your favorite kind of elevator

Your favorite escalator

The building that has your favorite elevator

Your favorite elevator fact

Your favorite safety tip

Or anything else you want to talk about! Have a fun and Happy Thanksgiving!

thankfulis a month to be

Download the
letter template!

mailto:communications.na%40tkelevator.com?subject=Safety%20Ambassador%20Thanks%20Letter
https://info.na.tkelevator.com/rs/719-AYV-310/images/Thanks_letter.pdf?version=0



